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examination of select sites from elsewhere in the Empire, including Syria and the Holy Land as well as
Greece and North Africa.
Indirectly, however, the book also raises difcult methodological questions about the ways that
archaeological evidence is used and interpreted, especially for the identication and quantication
of Christians and non-élites. Deeply dissatised with the lack of empirical bases for previous
estimates of third- and fourth-century Christian population size (102–3), M. offers an approach
based on the calculation of standing room within extant churches of the period. For example, by
assigning one square metre to catechumens who would not likely have had seats and two-thirds of
a square metre for those on benches (and leaving room for the movements of the clergy),
M. suggests a total congregational capacity of 500–600 for the Anastasis basilica in Jerusalem
(12–14). M. uses such numbers, multiplied by known churches and compared to estimates of total
urban populations, to arrive at the c. 5 per cent gure for the total church-going population. Such
calculations necessarily rely on a great deal of speculation, and while the novelty of the approach
is thought-provoking, ultimately I am less condent than M. is in the degree to which
archaeological preservation and our knowledge of spatial patterns of use support widespread
regional and chronological quantitative comparison in this period. I also remain unsure of the
reliability of calculations of possible simultaneous attendees in given churches for the
extrapolation of broader Christian population gures. In addition, it is important to reckon with
the question of the ‘invisibility’ of many Christians in the archaeological record, especially in the
third century when Christian worship in unrenovated private homes and burial in graves
indistinguishable from those of polytheists was the norm in most parts of the Empire.
Archaeologically ‘seeing’ non-élites presents similar methodological challenges. Asking ‘[h]ow
may we catch some glimpse of the great mass of Christians, the commonality?’, M. answers that,
‘… it is only through excavation … that their lives and behavior can be drawn up for our
inspection. Literary evidence can only represent that upper stratum among the Christian
population who controlled the written record …’ (xi). Yet, the churches, shrines, and tombs with
permanent mensae that are central to the book’s analysis were also created and controlled by élite
patrons. It is not clear how we are to reconcile M.’s acknowledgement of this (e.g. 108) with the
book’s assertion that such sources present unparalleled access to the beliefs and practices of the
unlettered masses. Readers may wonder what the imperially funded basilicas of Rome, for
example, or Paulinus’ patronage of St Felix’s tomb outside Nola, or the scores of well-appointed
tombs in suburban churches tell us of ‘commoners’ specically. Indeed, of all the evidence
M. presents, it is the disparaging quotes from churchmen such as John Chrysostom, Augustine,
and Paulinus and council rulings proscribing certain behaviours (e.g. 29, 58, 61, 93, 109) that
most directly attest to the presence and devotional practices of non-élite Christians.
In spite of these methodological issues, The Second Church productively encourages us to
understand early Christianity in light of a broad spectrum of beliefs and practices, some ofcially
condoned and others not, especially the fundamental rôle of martyr veneration in this period.
Moreover, it presents a healthy challenge to think more deeply about the preconceived ideas we
bring to our study of the ancient Church and about the limitations of our sources, both textual
and archaeological.
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According to its author, the primary purpose of this book is ‘to describe how Christian hagiography
began in the second century as the commemoration of martyrs, but became a vehicle for deliberate
ction in the fourth century and then a normal mode of literary composition’ (xi). This perhaps
overstates the coherence of these seven chapters, which are connected in fairly broad fashion by a
range of questions arising from the growth and development of Christianity in the Roman Empire
from the rst to the sixth centuries A.D. At the same time, however, it understates the extent to
which Timothy Barnes here sets out to be argumentative more than descriptive. In place of a
single overall thesis, the book offers the meticulous demonstration of a method: essentially, the
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application of the historian’s technique of prosopography to the study of the lives and actions of
martyrs and saints.
The book’s origin in public lectures (delivered at the University of Jena in 2008) comes across very
clearly in the rst few chapters, as B. plays the showman for the delight of his audience. He rst
brings forward a variety of unresolved problems and nds solutions for them each in turn; these
are then brought together at the end of each chapter, usually as the basis for a general claim. Ch.
1 is the most miscellaneous, ending as it does with a list of issues resolved which includes (among
other things) the modes of death of the apostles Peter and Paul, the status of Peter’s shrine on the
Vatican hill, and the authorship of John’s Gospel and the book of Revelation. Ch. 2 has a
narrower focus, however, and makes good use of the close analysis of early martyr acts to
propose that the Christian Church was more socially respectable by the start of third century A.D.
than has generally been believed; and ch. 3 tends in the same direction, seeking to establish that
ofcial toleration of Christians in the Empire began in the reign of Gallienus, and that the
measures later adopted by Licinius and Constantine were thus less innovative than they might
otherwise appear.
The discussions are both interesting and plausible, although scholars will still nd plenty to argue
with. I remain unconvinced, for example, that the prophecy of Peter’s death in the gospel of John,
which has Peter being dressed before his death and with his arms outstretched, is sufcient to infer
that, as part of Nero’s persecution of A.D. 64, the apostle was crucied in a ‘combustible tunic’
(9). (For one thing, the stretching out of the arms here surely refers to the process of being
dressed, not to the manner of death.) But the method is what matters, and this is what comes out
most clearly in the remaining chapters, which begin with the end of large-scale persecution and, as
a consequence, (to borrow the title of chapter four) ‘the beginnings of ctitious hagiography’. The
remainder of the book accordingly sets out to establish ‘the date, value and reliability’ (300) of
various hagiographical texts, before a concluding chapter offers a brief history of critical
hagiography and presents the case for its continued relevance.
The main result is, perhaps surprisingly, a distinctly pragmatic approach to the problems
presented by individual hagiographies, and many of the conclusions drawn are likely to prove
widely acceptable: that the Life of Antony, for example, may be assigned to Athanasius at least as
editor or redactor if not as originator of the text, or that the portrait of post-Roman Britain in the
fth-century Life of Germanus of Auxerre is largely imaginary. Also convincing is the review of
the historicity of the supposedly fth-century Life of Porphyry of Gaza, which conrms that it
contains ‘a series of institutional anachronisms’ (268) and that it is not (or preserves very little of)
the contemporary eye-witness account that it claims to be. This case has been made before; what
is signicant here is that the unreliability of the Life of Porphyry is taken to be demonstrated not
by the miracles, exaggerations and tendentious interpretations it shares with most other
hagiographies, but above all by the chronological difculties it presents. This, for B., is the
fundamental principle of critical hagiography: that the reliability of a text is to be assessed on the
basis of its accuracy in the details of dates, events and names.
The major test-case, given a chapter to itself, is the Life of Martin of Tours and its various
supplementary materials (which, among other things, describe Martin’s death and protest the
veracity of the work as a whole). The author of this dodgy dossier, the Gallic aristocrat Sulpicius
Severus, is plausibly shown to have contradicted himself regarding the year of Martin’s birth, and
also to have assigned his hero a military career which appears to render impossible the meeting he
describes between Martin and Hilary of Poitiers. For B. this is enough to conrm that ‘the Life of
Martin is not the honest and authoritative memorial of the Bishop of Tours that it pretends to be’
(232) and enough therefore to shift the burden of proof on to those who wish ‘to show that the
rest of the Life is not equally fraudulent’ (233). But the Life of Martin seems to present a different
case from the Life of Porphyry, which may be admitted to be a deliberate imposture. For all that
Sulpicius plays fast and loose with the dates and details — and for all that he protests his honesty
and authority — he is in the end who he claims to be, and the Life of Martin too is what it claims
to be: a hagiography, not a history. It is not, for me, a forgery or a falsication in the same way
as the Historia Augusta, to which B. tentatively compares it. Rather, like much of hagiography, it
occupies an awkward middle ground between history and ction: it is more like the modern realist
(or historical) novel than the romantic fantasy of Jerome’s Life of Paul the First Hermit.
To my mind, the nature of the texts we are dealing with is best captured in B.’s comment on
another of Jerome’s hagiographies: ‘it would be rash to attempt to segregate fact from ction in
much of the Life of Hilarion: Jerome had a good written source … but he enjoyed invention and
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romance’ (192). This is true of the vast majority of hagiography, in which history is laced with ction
the way a cake might be laced with alcohol: and the question becomes not how to separate the two,
but at what point the mixture becomes too rich. Scholars must exercise their own judgement as to
how far to trust these unreliable narrators; and these judgements must in the end be evaluative
rather than denitive. That, I think, may explain the slightly moralizing tone which often creeps
into our discussions of such texts: the language of authenticity and honesty, or of forgery and
falsication (for which B. prefers the term Falschung). Our judgements, in the end, are not always
strictly about texts, but are also about their authors: thus ‘Mark the Deacon’ is here shown to be
an impostor, and Sulpicius Severus a liar, while Lactantius — despite his ‘demonstrably false and
ctitious’ (117) account of the death of Maximian — can be considered basically honest.
Ultimately, then, our use of these texts depends not only on their reliability regarding the things we
can check, but also on how far we feel able to trust them regarding the things that we can’t.
Nevertheless, there is no doubt that distinguishing true facts from false is an important step on the
way to understanding our sources, and must surely underpin all the rest. B. performs this task
outstandingly well, and goes so far as to provide in a valuable appendix his own canon of
hagiographical texts which he regards as ‘authentic and/or contemporary’ (356). His book is thus
not only a valuable discussion of the issues, but a crucial resource for all students of hagiography.
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In his Paedagogus, written at the turn of the second and third centuries, Clement of Alexandria spoke
in explicit favour of seal stones (3.59.2). Although Clement deemed most images problematic (‘empty
idols’), gold nger-rings were a practical necessity. While banning certain sorts of engraved subjects
(‘faces of idols’, ‘the sword or bow’, ‘drinking cups’), moreover, Clement actively encouraged others
— a dove, sh, ship, lyre, anchor, or sherman. Clement ascribes a symbolic function to such images:
according to this rhetoric, the impressed image of a man shing could ‘call to mind [memnêsetai] the
apostle and the children drawn out of the water’.
Given the evident importance of such imagery to early Christian apologists, it is perhaps
surprising how little attention has been paid to the corpus of extant early Christian intaglios,
cameos and rings. As the introduction to this book surveys, scholars have conspicuously
undervalued this material (in his magisterial three-volume work on Die antiken Gemmen, for
example, Adolf Furtwängler dedicated a mere dozen pages to the productions of later antiquity).
Quantitatively speaking, such neglect is perhaps understandable: although over 100,000 extant
gems date between Augustus and Aurelian, only a 1,000 or so can be assigned to later antiquity
— ‘a certain indication that the use of engraved gems declined rapidly after the mid-third century’
(11). For all their diminutive number, though, early Christian gems possess a disproportional
importance for those interested in late antique visual culture, or indeed the history and theology of
the early Church. Spier’s book — with its excellent black and white plates (155 in total) — makes
the material properly accessible for the rst time.
The catalogue and discussions are deliberately wide-ranging. S. discusses some 1,000 gems, in
addition to 144 ‘misattributed, forged and uncertain works’ (not all of them photographed), 100
engraved rings (a selective survey), 30 lead sealings, and 39 homogeneous jasper gems with
Christian monograms. Apart from the introduction and three appendices (on rings, lead sealings,
and jasper gems), there are seventeen chapters in all, divided chronologically, thematically and
geographically (‘The Good Shepherd’, ‘The Garnet Workshop and Glass Intaglios, Late Fifth
Century’, ‘Christian Gems in the Sasanian Empire’, etc.). Six indices and concordances round off
the catalogue, collating individual collections, provenances, materials, iconographic subjects and
inscribed texts.
Each chapter begins with an introductory overview, then a taxonomic survey-cum-catalogue, and
nally a series of collective and thematic discussions. In each case, it is the depth and breadth of S.’s
learning that will most impress. As explained on pp. 12–13, it is not always easy to attribute or date
these objects. In each case, though, the evidence is laid out according to a special framework of shapes
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